Two Y-chromosome-specific polymorphisms 12f2 and DFFRY in the Japanese population and their relations to other Y-polymorphisms.
This study of male-specific genetic markers in the Japanese population was carried out in an attempt to refine the existing theories concerning its population genetics and migration events. We examined the relation between the constructed haplotypes of three biallelic Y-chromosome-specific markers (YAP, 47z and SRY) and the results of studying two other Y-specific polymorphisms of both 12f2 and DFFRY markers. The 12f2 marker was completely absent in 14.7% of Japanese males; all of them were haplotype II males. None of the Japanese males from other haplotypes or other East Asian populations showed any deletion of 12f2. In all haplotype II Japanese men, we found that DFFRY gene harbors a (C-->T) substitution polymorphism that was not found in any other population of this study. These results suggested that although haplotype II Japanese males share with the other haplotype II men from different geographical areas in having the YAP insertion on their Y-chromosomes, their Y-chromosomal structure is somewhat characteristically different. They are probably descendants of the ancestral Jomonese population who lived in Japan before the Yayoi immigrants entered Japan approximately 2300 years ago. These findings suggested that linkage studies between Y-specific markers are helpful in understanding the migratory patterns in East Asia. We also suggested that Japanese males have characteristically different Y-chromosomes compared with other populations.